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Abstract

The amount of data available to healthcare practitioners is growing, and the rapid increase in available patient data is becoming a problem for healthcare practitioners, as they are often unable to fully survey and process the data relevant for the treatment or care of a patient. Consequently, there are currently several efforts to develop systems that can aid healthcare practitioners with reading and processing patient data and, in this way, provide them with a better foundation for decision making about the treatment and care of patients. There are also efforts to develop algorithms that provide suggestions for such decisions. However, the development of these systems and algorithms raises several concerns related to the privacy of patients, the patient-practitioner relationship, and the autonomy of healthcare practitioners. The aim of this article is to provide a foundation for understanding the ethical challenges related to the development of a specific form of data-processing systems, namely clinical algorithms.
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Introduction

The healthcare sector is undergoing a significant evolution with the development and implementation of digital technology in healthcare practice. This evolution has the potential to fundamentally change the way medicine is practiced, as computer science methods are becoming more and more integrated in healthcare. The digitalization of the healthcare system together with an increasing demand for documentation and the development of new electronic methods for storing data have given rise to a
rapid growth in the amount of patient data available, particularly in the form of electronic health records (EHR). However, the increase in available patient data is becoming a problem for healthcare practitioners, as they are often unable to fully survey and process the data relevant for the treatment or care of a patient. The reasons for this problem are sometimes practical in nature, such as a lack of time or resources, but the reasons can also be fundamental in nature, such as when the available data is too numerous and complicated for a human to cognitively assess it.

This growing amount of healthcare data has significantly expanded the amount of health data available to utilize in the development, training, and customization of a variety of automatic algorithmic systems designed to improve healthcare services. While digital technology has the potential to improve healthcare quality, it is important to determine and discuss the ethical challenges related to implementing this technology, particularly data-processing algorithms, in healthcare practice.

Formally, an algorithm is a purely mathematical construction designed to solve a pre-specified problem. In other words, an algorithm is the electronic version of an advanced mathematical formula constructed to solve a certain problem in a pre-determined number of steps. However, the most common way an algorithm is used does not focus so much on the algorithm’s mathematical content but rather on the problem it is implemented to solve—the algorithm’s what rather than the algorithm’s how. Algorithms can thus be viewed from two different perspectives: 1) the formal, mathematical perspective and 2) the purpose-oriented perspective. In this article, we will examine algorithms from the perspective of ordinary discourse and focus on the applications and purposes of algorithms in healthcare (the what of the algorithms). The algorithms’ formal, mathematical content and the ethical issues related to the technical development and implementation of software will not be examined.

In clinical practice, algorithms are used for clinical-related problem solving. These algorithms are called clinical algorithms. The layout and scope of a clinical algorithm can vary depending on the problem it is designed to solve. However, all clinical algorithms serve a common purpose: to improve health and the healthcare system. This article distinguishes between two types of clinical algorithms: 1) clinical decision support algorithms (CDS algorithms) and 2) clinical decision-making algorithms (CDM algorithms). CDS algorithms refer to algorithms that provide health professionals “(…) knowledge and person-specific information, intelligently filtered and presented at appropriate times, to enhance health and health care.” The knowledge provided by CDS algorithms can vary depending on the purpose of the algorithm. A CDS algorithm can 1) give recommendations and instructions regarding medication and treatment, 2) conduct preventive screening for particular diseases, or 3) assist the diagnostic process. CDM algorithms are, in principle, the same type of algorithm as CDS algorithms except for one essential aspect; CDM algorithms do not offer recommendations or assist practitioners but make clinical decisions on their own. We make this distinction because the different functions of CDS and CDM algorithms have different ethical implications in practice. While algorithms that can make decisions on their own are not yet implemented in healthcare practice (as CDS algorithms are), the ethical implications of these next-
level algorithms should be investigated because of rapid advances in AI technology. So, while CDM algorithms may not currently be used in healthcare practice, they can influence healthcare in ethically problematic ways, which must be considered when developing these algorithms. The ethical issues associated with CDM algorithms are already at the center of the debate regarding whether digital technology will make health practitioners obsolete in the future.\(^\text{17}\)

**Clinical algorithms**

Clinical decision support algorithms (CDS)  
Clinical decision-making algorithms (CDM)

Like all other algorithms, clinical algorithms\(^\text{18}\) depend on a dataset (input) to perform problem solving. Most often, clinical algorithms are developed to make use of extensive amounts of health data. This health data can be categorized into the following categories: 1) observational data, 2) laboratory data, and 3) administrative data.\(^\text{19}\) Observational data is data that health professionals enter into EHRs (e.g., health professionals’ observations about factors relating to the patient’s health, diseases, and courses of treatment). Laboratory data is typically biological material that can be subject to testing (e.g., blood, genes, chromosomes, DNA, MR scans, and x-rays). Administrative data is data about a patient’s contact with the healthcare system (e.g., attendance, type of consultation, frequency of visits etc.).\(^\text{20}\)

Clinical algorithms thus use data that has already been collected and stored by the healthcare entity, such as data in the existing EHR. This means that for the use of the algorithm to be justifiable, the data in use must be collected and stored according to existing legal and formal standards within the health system, such as the legal framework of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Countries,\(^\text{21}\) national law, and national and local rules concerning informed consent for the collection of data. These questions concerning the collection and storage of data must be answered before clinical algorithms are used; however, because such questions are not particular to clinical algorithms, they will not be discussed further in this article.

**Ethical approach**

In our view, clinical algorithms are in of themselves not ethically good or bad. Rather, ethical benefits and challenges arise in relation to specific uses of these algorithms. Therefore, it is key to investigate how using algorithms in certain ways and contexts can cause potential ethical challenges that must be considered when developing and implementing algorithms.

Methodologically, we work in accordance with a bottom-up, rather than a top-down, approach in our ethical analysis. We have therefore refrained from choosing a specific ethical theory prior to and independently from our discussion of the specific ethical challenges arising from the use of clinical algorithms, although the discussion is conducted within the overall framework of the four basic principles of biomedical ethics: autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice.\(^\text{22}\) However,
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without specification, the principles are too crude to account for the specific challenges that arise with the use of clinical algorithms in healthcare.

We identified three groups of ethical challenges related to the use of clinical algorithms in healthcare. First, the use of clinical algorithms causes a flow of data and information about patients through the healthcare system that may threaten patients’ privacy. Second, if the output of clinical algorithms is presented or perceived not as recommendations but as obligatory instructions that must be followed, then the output may unduly influence or even restrict health practitioners’ professional autonomy and discretion. Finally, the interventions of clinical algorithms may affect both the current and future patient-practitioner relationship, as a third agent in this relationship.

In this article, we analyze, from the bottom up, the important ethical considerations involved in these challenges and suggest how CDS and CDS algorithms have the potential to influence fundamental elements in healthcare. The challenges identified are not exhaustive but are only some of the central ethical considerations that must be addressed when developing and implementing clinical algorithms.

Clinical algorithms and patient privacy

Clinical algorithms draw on health data that are already stored in electronic systems, and, as we noted above, there are obvious gains to patient beneficence through the use of automated clinical algorithms. However, potential breaches of privacy related to data use in clinical algorithms arise because data flows from one context in healthcare to another. This means that there are constant changes in the circumstances, people, and type of healthcare relations in which the data is used. This flow of data is a general problem with many of the digital tools currently implemented in healthcare.

As Ben Fairweather and Simon Rogerson note, “the use of databases is diminishing the practical extent of privacy and confidentiality. It may be that the right has not been diminished, but evidence suggests that the extent of respect of the right is declining.” The ethical tension between patient beneficence and privacy related to the use of clinical algorithms arises because clinical algorithms enable healthcare practitioners to discover information about a patient that may be useful in the care and treatment of that patient, but that information may not have been disclosed by the patient to that particular healthcare professional, or the patient may not find that information relevant or appropriate in that specific healthcare context.

There is widespread agreement that the ethical concern for privacy is a concern for “the ability to determine for ourselves when, how, and to what extent information about us is communicated to others.” Privacy is concerned with the collection, storage, and use of personal information, and in the context of health, the concern for privacy is pertinent because much of the collected information is personal and/or sensitive in nature. The rules and practices of medical confidentiality and informed consent are established to allow for the use of sensitive data in healthcare, which can infringe upon ordinary privacy norms but are important for providing quality treatment and care to patients. Still, the notion of privacy is pivotal to examine questions not just about when data can be collected, but also about “the justifications, if any, under which data collected for one purpose can be used for another (secondary) purpose. An important issue in privacy analysis is whether the individual
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has authorized particular uses of his or her personal information.”31 However, questions about what justifies clinical re-use of data are varied and complicated.

In the development and use of clinical algorithms, it is necessary to weigh the concern for patient beneficence against the concern for patient privacy. In healthcare, the concern for the right to privacy is most often acknowledged through an obligation on the part of the healthcare practitioners to obtain informed consent from the patient. However, the increased flow of information has caused serious challenges to the existing practices of informed consent, and these challenges can be used to argue for two fundamental changes in these practices.

First, informed consent practices must be changed so that the patient is aware of the flow of data through the healthcare system. As Kenrick D. Cato, Walter Bockting, and Elaine Larson note, “the patient is obligated to know that even though they might have chosen not to disclose a characteristic (e.g., transgender status, history of drug use or mental illness, or other potentially sensitive issues), software may still uncover it and present that information to their clinician.”32 Informed consent must live up to a principle of openness in relation to the collection and re-use of patient data, because knowledge of these processes is necessary if patients are to make autonomous decisions about the use of their data in health care.

Second, practices of informed consent must be changed so that patients can distinguish between different forms of uses of data and uses of data in different contexts within the healthcare system. One suggestion is to model practices of informed consent on principles of “fair information,” which, in addition to openness, are principles of limitation of collection, limitation of disclosure, and limitation of use, security, and access.33 The goal is, in Ben Fairweather’s and Simon Rogerson’s words, that “[a] patient should normally have effective control over his/her data and the ability to prevent any casual distribution that might be harmful.”34 This would be in line with a background notion of privacy as concerned with the patient’s ability to determine when, how, and to what extent information and data are accessible to others—in this context, to healthcare practitioners.35 However, these measures must be complemented with safeguards that ensure patient beneficence to prevent critical patients’ interests from being harmed by previous limitations established in patients’ consent to data use. Examples of such safeguards could be that health professionals will be licensed to use all clinical algorithms—even those blocked by restrictions in reuse of data—in situations where a) a patient is unconscious, or b) a patient is in some form of immediate and serious danger, as both situations make it impossible to ask for renewed consent from the patient.

A remaining problem is that changes in the practices of informed consent may not be enough to secure patient privacy in relation to the flow of data caused by using clinical algorithms. As noted by Brent D. Mittelstadt et al., “[o]paque decision-making by algorithms […] inhibits oversight and informed decision-making concerning data sharing. Data subjects cannot define privacy norms to govern all types of data generically because their value or insightfulness is only established through processing.”36 The use of clinical algorithms is currently giving rise to a situation in which it is impossible for both professionals and patients to fully assess and predict the possible uses of patient data within the healthcare system. In such a situation, it is impossible for patients to fully explicate
which uses of data they do and do not find acceptable in terms of privacy. In a similar vein, it will also sometimes be impossible for patients to foresee when previously recorded data may become vital for their treatment. As summed up in the Nuffield Council on Bioethics report, “[c]onsent provides a mechanism to make controlled exceptions to an existing privacy norm for specific purposes. However, consent does not itself ensure that all of the interests of the person giving consent are protected nor does it set aside the moral duty of care owed to that person by others who are given access to the information. On its own, consent is not always necessary, nor always sufficient for ethical extensions of data access.”37

Questions concerning ethically justified uses of data cannot simply be reduced to questions of consent. This is also reflected in the fact that EU’s GDPR-regulation under certain circumstances allows for access and processing of patient data without patient consent e.g. if a patient is in a state of coma or suffers from severe dementia and is therefore unable to give consent. In such cases, use of data without consent seems not only legally permissible but also morally justified. Another circumstance in which the GDPR-regulation allows for access and processing of patient data without consent is when this is “necessary for reasons of substantial public interest.”38 In such cases, a burden lies on the ones invoking this regulation to put forward strong arguments for the substantial public interest that can justify breaches of privacy of individual patients.

Consequently, the concern for patient privacy must be considered in the construction of clinical algorithms, just as it must be a part of the ongoing ethical considerations of healthcare practitioners. First, in the development of clinical algorithms, one should try to address the question of how to define “morally reasonable expectations about how data will be used in a data initiative, giving proper attention to the morally relevant interests at stake.”39 The answer to this question will depend on context. That is, what is morally reasonable will depend on the data processes conducted by the clinical algorithms and the form of intervention they offer as well as the healthcare practices in which they are used. As a consequence, it will vary what norms of privacy are applicable to specific clinical algorithms.40

Second, healthcare practitioners using clinical algorithms will sometimes have to face complicated choices about when to access patient data. In some situations, the best choice may be to refrain from accessing available data even if it has been the object of informed consent, either because the practice of informed consent is not suitably adapted to new uses of data or because the patient has been unable to foresee this specific use of data. In other situations, healthcare practitioners may need to override the limitations laid out by the informed consent of the patient if the potential benefits to the patient outweigh the concern for privacy in a way that justify such a transgression. The notion of privacy as the explicit control of access to information about oneself41 is not well suited to guide considerations in these situations. Instead, healthcare practitioners must keep in mind that different norms of privacy and of uses of information will apply to different types of relationships and contexts. Consideration of context is therefore crucial and may sometimes mean that healthcare practitioners should refrain from using or responding to recommendations from specific clinical algorithms when the recommendation is of little benefit to the patient or may lead to serious breaches of privacy. Below,
we further examine the ethical significance of clinical algorithms on the relationship between patients and healthcare practitioners.

**Professional autonomy**

From an Aristotelian perspective, a large part of being a professional is exercising and cultivating *professional practical wisdom*, which is “…a matter of complex reflection and deliberation concerning professional ends to be realized in action, adequate scrutiny of the contextual complexities, and imaginative exploration of the most effective means to these ends.”42 Professional practical wisdom is therefore an ability that makes good, professional discretion possible. This requires that professional practitioners consider and explore a wide range of possible issues, decisions, and actions when they deliberate about the course of action to take. The exercise and cultivation of professional practical wisdom are thus a central part of the professional autonomy of the healthcare practitioner, and this autonomy is necessary in order to make a considered decision about what would be the right course of action in relation to an individual patient. It is therefore relevant to examine how clinical algorithms influence healthcare professionals’ opportunities to exercise and cultivate professional practical wisdom.

The distinction between CDS algorithms and CDM algorithms is highly relevant to discussions of professional autonomy. Because the function and purpose of CDS algorithms and CDM algorithms are very different, they have very different effects on practitioner autonomy. The purpose of CDS algorithms is to perform decision support, which is a beneficial tool for the cultivation and exercise of professional practical wisdom, because it can bring to attention a consideration or possible course of action that the practitioner otherwise would have not considered. In this way, CDS algorithms support professional practical wisdom and can compensate for constitutional constraints such as time pressure by kickstarting a decision process and ensuring that all relevant information available about a patient is being taken into consideration. CDM algorithms, on the other hand, do not offer decision support but make decisions about the best course of treatment. CDM algorithms may pose a problem for professional autonomy because they become an authority in the decision-making process by restricting the practitioners’ exercise of discretion in the assessment of the right course of action. In such cases, CDM algorithms restrict professional autonomy.

When it comes to CDS algorithms, an important aspect as to whether they pose a threat to practitioner discretion is how the algorithms are perceived by the practitioner.43 There is a fine line between when a CDS algorithm is perceived as supportive and when it is perceived as authoritative. To elucidate this delicate balance, it is important to examine a CDS algorithm’s design and framework and how it presents itself. For example, a warning or reminder to the practitioner that says, “the patient is at risk of having high alcohol consumption” presents itself very different from a warning or reminder that says, “you should speak with the patient about his/her alcohol consumption.” The first is informative and leaves more room for practitioner discretion than the latter, which can be perceived as more authoritative and therefore not as supportive of practitioner discretion. The responsibility for designing CDS algorithms effectively lies primarily with the algorithm developers and often demands a thorough implementation process in cooperation with relevant health professionals.
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The institutional framework of CDS algorithms also influences whether CDS algorithms are perceived as authoritative or not. For example, time pressure can result in CDS algorithms being followed blindly and without discretion because these algorithms provide health professionals with a quick decision. In such cases, CDS algorithms are no longer exclusively supportive but rather authoritative; they are de facto used as CDM algorithms, and they thereby limit professional autonomy. In these cases, institutions have a responsibility to allow health professionals time and opportunity to exercise professional judgement regarding the suggestions of the CDS algorithms, and health professionals have a responsibility to retain autonomy and authority by actually doing so.

Professional autonomy can also be challenged in cases in which clinical algorithms involve elements that serve as a “black box,” that is, if the practitioner is not able to access or oversee what serves as the justification of the decision support or the decision making of the clinical algorithm. Thomas M. Maddox, John S. Rumsfeld, and Philip R.O. Payne note that black boxing is a major challenge for implementing AI-based algorithms into clinical practice, because “use of deep learning and other analytic approaches in AI […] generate insights via unobservable methods, clinicians cannot apply the face validity available in more traditional clinical decision tools. […] This ‘black box’ nature of AI may thus impede the uptake of these tools into practice.” International guidelines recommend that developers of clinical algorithms avoid black box software, but this is not always possible when developing clinical algorithms for two reasons. Issues with black boxing can arise if health practitioners do not have the right to access all the available data concerning their patients and thus cannot review the data utilized in the algorithm. In such cases, even if the result of the algorithm is, in principle, understandable by the practitioner, it will de facto be “black boxed.” Issues with black boxing can also arise because of the complexity of the clinical algorithm’s code, or the amount of data processed by the algorithm is impossible for healthcare practitioners to survey.

The black box elements in clinical algorithms can be restrictive for professional autonomy if relevant and important information about a suggestion or decision is black boxed. If this information is black boxed, then it can be difficult for the practitioner to exercise professional discretion to evaluate the suggested or chosen treatment. In this way, black boxing is thus another way that clinical algorithms can challenge or restrict professional autonomy.

Sometimes these black box problems can be mitigated if the clinical algorithms can be given transparency using models or visualization. The designers of clinical algorithms can therefore, to a great extent, counteract potential black boxing elements of clinical algorithms by including explanatory models to the design. In that way, “input > processing > output”-models (which are at high risk of resulting in black boxing) can be replaced by “input > processing > output + explanation”-models, which are more likely to counter the threats to professional autonomy that black boxing can produce.

However, black boxing cannot always be avoided in practice, such as when the structure of the algorithm is too complex to allow for modeling or visualization. This is often the case with clinical algorithms based on machine learning algorithms. Machine learning algorithms develop a mathematical model based on interactions with a set of sample or training data in order to “automatically detect patterns in data without being explicitly programmed”. As a result, even
developers are often unable to describe how a particular algorithm works, or why it results in the most optimal set of predictions or decisions. Machine learning algorithms thus raise problems concerning both understandability (of how the algorithm works) and explainability (of how the algorithm arrives at a result), and many such algorithms are in this way essentially black boxes. Furthermore, the black box problems connected to machine learning algorithms are becoming more pressing as the number of clinical algorithms based on this technology is rising.

According to David S. Watson et al., the main ethical challenge raised by machine learning algorithms is to develop model-centric explanations allowing for a overall understanding of the working of an algorithm, and subject-centric explanations providing a local understanding of the individual application of an algorithm that can be utilized by the healthcare professional and the patient. However, before these two modes of explanation are available, it seems doubtful whether black box machine learning algorithms can be implemented in healthcare practices in an ethically acceptable manner.

The effect of algorithms on the patient-practitioner relationship

The patient-practitioner relationship is a fundamental part of any healthcare practice. To determine the effect or influence algorithms can have on this relationship, it is necessary to understand what type of relationship the patient-practitioner relationship is. Currently, the patient-centered patient-practitioner relationship is the ideal and most widely accepted patient-practitioner relationship in the Western world. By reviewing what characterizes the patient-centered relationship, we will be able to investigate the potential effects of clinical algorithms on the patient-practitioner relationship.

According to Nicola Mead and Peter Bower (2000), the patient-centered relationship is characterized by the following five dimensions: 1) the biopsychosocial perspective, 2) the “patient-as-person,” 3) shared power and responsibility, 4) the therapeutic alliance, and 5) the “practitioner-as-person.” The biopsychosocial perspective means that the practitioner must consider the situation of patients from a broader perspective than those of biology and pathology; the practitioner must also consider the psychological and sociological perspectives, because patients and their health-related issues are affected in a psychosocial manner.

The second dimension of the patient-centered relationship is that the patient is regarded as a person. In practice, this means taking into account the individual patients’ experiences of their disease and the effects these experiences have on the patients’ unique context when deciding on the right course of treatment. Mead and Bower give the example of a broken leg. A broken leg does not affect all patients in the same way. If you work in an office, a broken leg might not affect your everyday life as much as if you work as a carpenter. Therefore, the psychological, sociological, and biological perspectives of the illness are not sufficient, because how the disease is experienced (according to all perspectives) by the individual patient can vary across these perspectives.

The dimension of shared power and responsibility is best described in opposition to paternalism. The paternalistic relationship between healthcare professional and patient is centered around an asymmetrical relationship in which the practitioner takes on the role of expert and is considered the
authority on what is the best decision on behalf of the patient. In contrast, the practitioner and patients are equal in the patient-centered relationship in the sense that patients are acknowledged as experts of their own life and therefore also have autonomy and authority in the relationship.\textsuperscript{57} This means that both patient and practitioner possess expert knowledge—the doctor about the medical aspects and the patient about their own needs and preferences—that must be included in a shared decision process in which the patient, to a large extent, is the one who must decide on what (if any) treatment to pursue.\textsuperscript{58}

Developing a therapeutic alliance is a fundamental requirement for the patient-centered relationship. The therapeutic alliance focuses on the importance of the personal relationship between the practitioner and patient and the need to establish a common understanding and agreement about the goals and requirements of the specific treatment.\textsuperscript{59} The central elements required in achieving such an alliance are both cognitive and affective, ensuring that the patient perceives the doctor as caring, empathic, and sensitive and enabling a personal bond between doctor and patient. The therapeutic alliance is important for the patient-centered relationship exactly because the center of the relationship is collaboration (the shared power and responsibility) between patient and practitioner, which allows them to work together to determine the best course of action.

The practitioner-as-person dimension concerns the importance of the doctor being a subject who has some personal qualities that can influence the way the patient-practitioner relationship develops.\textsuperscript{60} In other words, it highlights how it is impossible to separate the practitioner’s professional and personal qualities and to replace a practitioner (even for another practitioner with the same professional qualities) and achieve the same patient-practitioner relationship.

To investigate how algorithms may or may not affect the doctor-patient relationship, we draw on the distinction between CDS and CDM algorithms. The CDM algorithm poses some problems for the biopsychosocial perspective and the patient-as-person perspective, which are based on a holistic perspective of patients and consider the patients’ own experiences of their disease. This is because the data that forms the basis of the decisions of CDM algorithms does not include the social and psychological perspectives of the patients and the patients’ own experience of their disease, which are all central to the patient-centered relationship. As the decisions made by CDM algorithms are based solely on quantified (biological/pathological) health data, these algorithms cannot consider what social and/or psychological effects a specific treatment will have on an individual patient. This type of decision-making, which is entirely based on the biological and pathological perspectives, has more in common with a paternalistic practitioner-patient relationship than with the patient-centered relationship. This means that the CDM algorithm has the potential to undermine both the biopsychosocial perspective and the patient-as-person perspective which are central dimensions of the patient-centered relationship.

On the other hand, CDS algorithm can, to a high extent, support and promote the biopsychosocial and the patient-as-person perspectives included in the patient-centered relationship because CDS algorithms do not make clinical decisions but provide suggestions that the practitioner can consider together with social and psychological perspectives and patients’ experiences. Furthermore, CDS
algorithms might save the practitioner some time-consuming work and, in this way, ensure that the practitioner has extra time to better understand the biopsychosocial perspective of the patient and how the disease and different treatments might affect their lives. This possibility of CDS algorithms being promotive to the biopsychosocial and the patient-as-person perspectives is, of course, conditioned by the lack of black boxing elements in CDS algorithms.

Both CDS and CDM algorithms have the potential to undermine some aspects of the shared power and responsibility dimension of the patient-centered relationship. The autonomy of the patient is, to a high extent, built upon the idea that the patient is the expert of his/her own life and therefore is an important and active part of the decision-making process, which is an exchange of the practitioners’ and patients’ expert knowledge; in this exchange, the practitioner and patient, in consultation with each other, agree on the best course of action. In other words, the patients’ autonomy is greatly based not only on being heard and but also on receiving expert knowledge from the practitioner, which enables the patient to make informed decisions. The practitioners’ autonomy, on the other hand, is greatly based on having this medical expert knowledge that the patient is lacking. The problem with both CDS and CDM algorithms is that these algorithms have the potential to damage this exchange of knowledge if the practitioner does not understand the decisions or suggestions made by the algorithm because of issues with black boxing.

In a situation where a CDS algorithm suggests a specific treatment for the patient and the practitioner does not understand why the treatment is suggested and how the algorithm came to that result, the algorithm has the potential to restrict the practitioner’s autonomy, which is based on having and sharing expert knowledge with the patient. In the same scenario, the patient’s autonomy is restricted because the practitioner is not able to inform the patient sufficiently to make an informed decision. In the same scenario but with a CDM algorithm, the algorithm has the potential to restrict practitioner and patient autonomy even further and possibly deprive them of autonomy altogether. If an algorithm has the power to decide what the best treatment for a patient is without the practitioner being able to understand this decision, then the decision-making process that characterizes the patient-centered relationship becomes redundant. This means that both practitioner and patient autonomy de facto would be transferred to the algorithm; this changes the patient-centered relationship to a more paternalistic relationship in which—instead of the practitioner—the algorithm becomes the sole authoritative element in the relationship. This would make both the practitioner and patient a passive part in the relationship. Black boxing—caused by both CDS and CDM algorithms—can thus have a negative effect on the shared power and responsibility dimension of the patient-centered relationship and potentially change the nature of the relationship altogether.

The therapeutic alliance can—like the shared power and responsibility dimension—be challenged by the potential of black boxing that both CDS and CDM algorithms have. While the power and responsibility dimension highlight the autonomy of both practitioner and patient, the focus of the therapeutic alliance is the personal relationship between the practitioner and patient. The algorithm can interfere as a third agent in the alliance and potentially cause conflict if the practitioner is not able to explain the relevance or importance of what the algorithm suggests or decides (e.g. because of
black boxing). This can create conflict in the therapeutic alliance and obstruct the possibility of a common ground that enables a shared understanding between the practitioner and the patient.

The practitioner-as-person dimension of the patient-centered relationship is not fundamentally changed or challenged by either the CDS or CDM algorithm. This dimension is not affected because practitioners’ personal qualities still play a vital role even though the algorithm makes suggestions or decisions. The individual practitioner’s personal quality will still make a difference if one practitioner is replaced by another, because their personal qualities influence the way they handle and explain the results of the algorithms to their patient. In this way, the introduction of CDS or CDM algorithms does not take away the importance of practitioners’ personal qualities in the patient-practitioner relationship, which are an important dimension in the patient-centered relationship.

**Conclusion**

As we have shown, there are ethical challenges to implementing and using clinical algorithms in healthcare that touch upon some of the most fundamental aspects of how medicine is practiced today. These challenges involve some of the core elements of medicine: beneficence, privacy, autonomy, and the nature of the patient-practitioner relationship. We have shown that there is tension between the possible patient beneficence arising from using clinical algorithms and the possible breaches of privacy these algorithms give rise to; that the use of clinical decision-making algorithms and clinical decision-supportive algorithms in situations of scarcity of time may challenge professional autonomy; and that clinical algorithms, especially CDM algorithms, may in different ways challenge the ideal of a patient-centered patient-practitioner relationship. It is important to take these ethical challenges seriously in the development and implementation of clinical algorithms in healthcare to ensure that quality healthcare is still provided and that fundamental rights in healthcare are preserved. This responsibility lies, to a large extent, on the stakeholders and the developers of systems that are based on clinical algorithms. Clinical algorithms have great potential to improve the healthcare system, but it is important not to be blinded by their potential and address and regard the challenges and consequences they might have on some of the fundamental elements of the practice of healthcare professionals.

**Notes**
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7 See note 6, Berner 2009:4.
18 From here on and for the sake of brevity, we use the term “clinical algorithm” to refer to both CDS and CDM algorithms. We will address the two types of algorithms separately when their different implications are relevant to the discussion.
23 The distinction between CDS and CDM algorithms is not relevant in the context of the challenge of patient privacy because the implications of CDS and CDM algorithms both concern data flow.
28 See also Westin, A., 1967, Privacy and Freedom, Altheneum
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29 This is also the fundamental understanding of privacy motivating the discussion of Mittelstadt BD, Allo P, Taddeo M, Wachter S, Floridi L. The ethics of algorithms: Mapping the debate. Big Data & Society. 2016:1-21.
34 See note 24, Fairweather, Rogerson 2001:224.
35 See note 27, DeCew 2018
36 See note 1, Mittelstadt 2006:10.
38 See note 21, GDPR Chapter II, article 9(2) g.
41 See note 26, Cato K.D., Bockting, Larson 2016
46 See note 1, Mittelstadt 2006:6.
49 We want to thank an anonymous reviewer for this important point.
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55 See note 54, Mead, Bower 2000.
57 See note 54, Mead, Bower 2000.
58 See note 52, Kaba, Sooriakumaran 2007:61.
59 See note 54, Mead, Bower 2000:1090.
60 See note 54, Mead, Bower 2000:1091.